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 Three women running away from their lives become unlikely friends in a beautiful house in the heart of
Paris.
 
Lost in France, a country she mistrusts, among French people she hardly understands, Annie has trouble
venturing away from home since the death of her husband. And since home happens to be a small jewel of a
house nestled in the heart of Paris, why would she ever want to? But when bankruptcy threatens her beloved
house, her one anchor in life, Annie has no choice but to find renters, and quick.

Leave it to someone socially phobic to phrase a want ad in all the wrong ways. With shimmering promises of
'Starting over in Paris' -- a concept she has no intention of applying to her own life--Annie attracts tenants
with the kind of baggage that doesn't fit in suitcases. A long-legged, cool-headed ex model (everything
Annie is not) on the run from her abusive husband, a frail young woman harboring a possible death wish, a
mysterious French artist, and an infuriating blue-blooded French man soon threaten Annie's way of life in
ways she never anticipated.

But when Annie finds herself reluctantly yet actively engaged in the rescue of her tenants, she discovers that
she might just save herself in the process.

Here's what readers are saying about HIDDEN IN PARIS:

"Not only is the cast spectacularly written, the descriptions of Parisian living created a different world that
was easy to fall in love with and difficult to leave."
C. Huang, Amazon reviewer

"I could not stop reading this book! What a wonderful story about love, life, new beginnings, and moving
forward with one's life."
Desi1257, Amazon reviewer

"Funny and poignant."
PJ Adams "PJ", Amazon reviewer

"I picked up Hidden in Paris because I love all things Paris. I had no idea how deeply I would fall in love
with this book and the characters that populated it. They were exquisitely complex, beautifully flawed, and
endearingly charming."
Stacey, Amazon reviewer

"I loved the characters, the different ways they evolved, the city, the cuisine, and the insight into Parisian
life. Wonderful read."
Maggie Mae, Amazon reviewer
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From reader reviews:

Brian Davis:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book and
so. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a e-book you will get new information because book is one of several ways to share the
information or their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you actually more imaginative. When you
studying a book especially fictional book the author will bring one to imagine the story how the personas do
it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this Hidden in Paris, it is
possible to tells your family, friends in addition to soon about yours reserve. Your knowledge can inspire the
others, make them reading a reserve.

Anna Wright:

The guide with title Hidden in Paris posesses a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This kind of book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to know how the
improvement of the world. This particular book will bring you within new era of the glowbal growth. You
can read the e-book in your smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Hubert Drummond:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or go to the outside with them family or their
friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or maybe playing video
games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different you can read some
sort of book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent the entire day to
reading a e-book. The book Hidden in Paris it is rather good to read. There are a lot of folks that
recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough
space to create this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read this book out
of your smart phone. The price is not to cover but this book offers high quality.

Arthur Poulsen:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs. You can get it by online on social media. You can choose the
top book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is named of book
Hidden in Paris. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it may add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about e-book.
It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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